
ear Syl 

I return herewith the copy of the gpsteink you were kind enough to send. Paul 
Valentine, a Washingtoe Post reporter who has become a friend, send a stet of his copy, 
which had certain advantages to which I'll return. is you will know, beeause it is 
enclosed, I have read and reuehed a very rough aed entirely unread coomentary on it. 

As I wear {unevenly - a bit more in the knees thou in the bead 	think), I tryato 
find ways to pace myself. Having knave for a week that I'm going to Ieaphis tomorrow, I' 
spent most of the time since then cleaning up various things, incinding the rather large 
amount of material I had to gather to prepare that book.I submitted in response to the 
government's latest motion in my suit for pictures of the clothing. Late yesterday 
afternoon a bit of painting is the cellar, out for dinner with friends, a crap on TV 
after a bit of woek following return, gave me a bit of time for thought, something I 
didn't have in drafting the enclosed on Eesteink. 

2/24/71  

Together with Paul's markings, they lead se to believe that we bee better rethibk 
himathow Orwellian it sounds this way! 	suggest we can no longer diseisa him as a 
oral :leper, your apt descriptioe. 

First. of all, this was a really skilled job. In some ways it is too sophisticated 
for the .Department of Justice flacks. Second, it was carefully aimedaandjtahitacenter 
target: For the pimps for whom he whores, this renindo of oe sodas of late-coming education 
is what used to b considered the seamier side of life. One of my new Orleeno informants 
("a source in a position to know") once told me that the best whores ere lesbians. They 
go about their occupation like the most skilled crafteraux. la this piece,. Epsteink is 
like the lesbian whore. He did it right. if you'd seers.. the Saahlugton Post editorial 
and heard the Cronkite broadcast that I caught by accident only, you'd know how 
perfectly he had those hidden sphincters coordinated, pulsating in just the perfect 
rhythm. While, as I eeid yesterday, it is really iereleeant to ;'sow uhether this is a 
new career for him* port of a doentown reelatemeat for Jerry Cohen, whose nesters were 
in the suburbsa  the role he serves is significant. Aside: 1 think it mieht be helpful, 
if- you can bring yourself to it, to phone .Tones barrio aOd discuss this with sin, to 
detect anything you nay is anything be might say, any nnences or sueeestions, even of 
Apia-Nivel. Jones alai/4s to have been responsibilc for Vipagt:  interest is Inquest. But 
so did the lawyer, whose name eeeepes te for the moment. Jiff told as he as responsible 
for its publication, Krakower (now dead) with come heat when I, said. Joanna claimed credit. 

Fly friend wound up loaklog in apateink's mesa for what would justify tha criticism 
of the presso What he marked, in not a single case, is what casts doubt on the writing. 
In every' cese it i.e what:casts doubt on Garry, uted as aasubstitute for repression in 
the article. Some members of the press really do agonize about the misleading influences 
Of some of their wri*inge. I haven't seen what, if waything, the Times has 'dams with this, 
bet the post devoted meet of its editorial saace to a single min culpe melded with 
praise for the stinker. Which makes me weeder Lust how it is that the Post got an auvance 
copy of Inotest and did the exceptional. jumped the release, 	

w
date by a month or more. And 

just in time, to let them cop out on a deal_ they hod with me aa White ash. Strange 
thing's tame, immediately, happened on the Isst 'they can*  of course, be entirely 
unrelated, but the man who was raves over 1W, one of their top men, Dan 
suddenly tat= oft',. 0-.74nm a pabbatical year,iandeever, 	returned. 4...onto:fired. 

TheDj boys have,  advanced from the Whitehead-3 to the Oversteeets, which re resents 
kind, of sophistication for them. They took the clue from CIA, from Which all the 

not from USIAatentiosaed in the enclosed case and the USIik's 6=14  have epee free 
* of course). 



With the shy of the genuine critical comamity to less than acarp-oral's 
ghirdeand not realizing when I began that this this_ 	fight be of interest: to etherei 
Lieder but two carbon, one enclosed, the other seat to another mature friend unknown 
*you. I think, however, we should give thought to what this moral leper/lesbian whore 

up to. Bith whom and for whom. That Charles Garry used an ezaegerated number 
is hardly worth the time, effort and space. So, we have a schizo character, one who in 
his other form is a 	dog. 

Your own emotional involvements may not enable you to understand this, but believe 
-me, he fell far short of the legitimate criticise of Garrison that could then have been 
made and weakened his case with all aorta of needless rubbish and stupid error. If we 
otXplain this may away by saying he was engaged in propaganda. AO more, we are still left 
with unanswered questione that now ought be in mind. One is that he did makes such 

-errors, which can indicate other than sloppineas. One of the more obvious explanations ia 
that he wan using what was eupelied him. I:am without doubt that he was not in U.O. 
long enough to get more than a feeling of Garrison as a person, not to get all that stuff. 
I know, beteuee he told we (and, incredibly, re-veined on the staff) that he had helped 
lesteink. tatter of fact, the day that New beaker article came out, I drove Tom to a 
(iearter newsstand and drove around the block while he got copies for us. 

I expect no visible ruction from the Post. Ply friend there is a decent, serious 
reporter who wants to follow the old and respectable standrads of the craft. I think 
he'll think about what I sent him. I.wailed it yesterday. Re might even get it today. 
If he does and he reads it tonight, he'll helve time to phone we before I leave for 
ikenohir tomorrow. a have a hunch he may ask if he can show it to others. He and the 
ereeent managing editor came to the Peet froe Atlanta together, when they left the once 
reeeectable Lonatitution is simaltaneous disgust. he may aek Ben Begdachan (of when 
Matt Hereon could eat have spoken tore highly) to read it. eeuay do nothing. Or, the 
Poet say not. But, if they are at all resentful, they just might, on a long-shot chance, 
lock into what le behind this kind of thing. They were not happy whentheyelearneUthe 
possible consequences of their departure from the callings of the craft at the time of 
the Bey of Pigs, when .717K enticed them. 

y event, if you have any thoughts, I'd welcome theme And, about enema and: 
aaeker, under whose tutelage Rpeteink did his first thing. 

Pub date on FRAta-UP has been set back to 3/24, which is not a had idea for 
reasons other than what cussed it. I doubt the boas can be in the stores before then. 
The reason was to permit time for neither efforts at selling the subsidiary rights. 
neehealie, the publishers have not enlightened. me, nor have they wanted my help. One of 
the consequences is that in one area, through friends, 4. knee more about the currant 
aituation yet may not do anything. Beweverm with my:expextences of the pest, I was never 
hopeful of big-time interest. They made a big mietike not to arrenge, as I asked, for 
memo collateeai writing on the side issues, which weld have attracted more interest of 
the kind I:address above. I suggested, among other things, trying to interest the alltevi 
(wheth also doesn't like me) in az piece on the writer's intrusions into the proeesses 
of justice, At:ening the three different emthods and approaches *faille, -aiser and me. 
Ia short, a different kind of inspiring of agonizing and in an Establisheentarian context. 
Another waste use my incredible DJ correspondence, in which nobody ever fella-44'14 lie, 
and often, in successive letters, established independently that they were lyinge aben 
you consider that this- wee all under Ruckelsbaus and involved Xleindhesst, you can see the 
potential thin would have had had, they done it-when R was up for ooefirmation to head 

pollution-, which is ill We can expect of him. 

Thanks for the piece. If you ever find, a spare one not uarkea up, I'd just like to 
have it in file in the 6e-eat I later want to write of it and thus could eee facsielles 
were I able to use offset. I fear Bpsteink is now a ea new paet of the old story. 

Best, 


